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NEW QUESTION: 1
DRAG DROP
You are deploying a Microsoft Azure SQL Database environment:
You need to configure the environment to meet the following
requirements:
Access to databases must be logged.
Email alerts must be sent to the database administrator if
anomalous activity is detected.
What should you do? To answer, drag the appropriate solutions
to the correct requirements. Each solution may be used once,
more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split
bar between panes or scroll to view content.
Answer:
Explanation:
Box 1: Enable database auditing
Box 2: Enable threat detection
SQL Database Threat Detection runs multiple sets of algorithms

which detect potential vulnerabilities and SQL injection
attacks, as well as anomalous database access patterns (such as
access from an unusual location or by an unfamiliar principal).
Security officers or other designated administrators get email
notification once a threat is detected on the database. Each
notification provides details of the suspicious activity and
recommends how to further investigate and mitigate the threat.
References:

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following is true about certificate expiration
monitoring?
A. Must be run on the deployment manager.
B. Must be run manually.
C. Deletes the certificates after they are expired, but does
not replace them.
D. Can replace expired certificates or certificates in the
expiration threshold with a new certificate
Answer: D
Explanation:
Certificate monitor configuration settings can be configured on
the administrative console by selecting Security &gt; SSL
certificate and key management &gt; Manage certificate
expiration. . On the Manage certificate expiration panel, you
can perform the following functions.
Etc.

NEW QUESTION: 3
To monitor and do triage for applications running on a network
using network packet data, you would use:
A. NetSensor
B. NetProfiler
C. AppResponse
D. AppInternals
Answer: C
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